The quadtree and the bintree data structures are two variants on the principle of hierarchical regular decomposition applied to image representation. A comparison of the storage requirements for images represented by these two methods is presented. The relative storage efficiency of quadand bintrees is determined by two factors: the relative node sizes for the two representations as determined by the data structure implementation, and the number of quadtree leaf node pairs that merge to form a single leaf node after conversion to the bintree representation. A probabilistic model for images is developed to analyze the merging probability of quadtree leaf node pairs. The analysis reveals that exactly one half of such pairs are expected to merge. Empirical results closely match these calculations. The resulting storage efficiency for a number of representative implementations is discussed. Each of the data structures has implementations (and associated applications) for which it is more space efficient.
INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of raster-based image representation methods for computer graphics, image processing, and computer aided cartography has motivated the investigation of more efficient raster-based data structures. The quadtree and bintree data structures [Same89, Same90] are two variants on the principle of hierarchical regular decomposition applied to image representation.
The goal of hierarchical representations is to increase the efficiency of spatial data processing by reducing the storage required to represent an image, at the same time reducing the time required to process the image by minimizing the data to be processed.
Given a binary image represented by a 2 n × 2 n array of pixels, both the quadtree and the bintree take advantage of the grouping of like-valued pixels into blocks. The region quadtree (henceforth referred to simply as a quadtree * ) represents a homogeneous array of pixels as a single block, corresponding to a leaf node in the quadtree. Arrays whose pixel values are not all the same are subdivided into four equal-sized sub-arrays represented by an internal node with four children (labeled NW, NE, SW, and SE as in Figure 1 ), each representing a corresponding sub-array. These sub-arrays are recursively divided into smaller sub-arrays until each such block is homogeneous. The region bintree is similar to the region quadtree in that it is a hierarchical representation with each leaf node of the tree representing a homogeneous portion of the array. The bintree subdivides an array into two equal-sized portions by splitting the array parallel to one axis if it is not homogeneous. Non-homogeneous sub-arrays are then split parallel to the second axis. Nonhomogeneous sub-sub-arrays would again be split parallel to the first axis. In general, the split axis alternates between the first and second axis. Figure 2 illustrates the bintree decomposition for the image of Figure 1 ; here the first split is parallel to the x-axis. * We should point out that the region quadtree is by no means the only form of quadtree, as might appear from our use of the word "quadtree" in this paper. A large number of quadtree variants exist for the purpose of storing other types of data, such as points, lines, rectangles and higher level primitives, in two, three or more dimensions (see [Same89, Same90] for an introduction). While the analysis of leaf merging presented in Section 3 is only relevant to images, the methodology of Sections 2 and 4 can be used to compare the quad-and bintree versions for any of these representations.
The purpose of this paper is to compare the relative space requirements for the quadtree and the bintree. Others [Tamm84b, Cohe85] have previously studied the relative space requirements when the trees are to be encoded for the purpose of transmission or archiving. In particular, the approach of Tamminen [Tamm84b] was to represent the quadtree and bintree as DF expressions
[Kawa80] with further compression achieved by using Huffman-like encoding on the values of each node. The space requirements using appropriate variants of this implementation for quadtrees and bintrees were then compared analytically and empirically. Under these conditions, Tamminen concluded that the bintree should occupy about 10% less space than the quadtree based on a random line model for images and an optimal coding scheme. Tamminen's empirical results indicate that the bintree is slightly more space efficient than the quadtree for multicolor images, and slightly less space efficient for binary images using this particular coding scheme.
In this paper we consider the relative storage requirements for the two data structures in more general terms. We first derive equations representing the storage requirements for any implementation by parameterizing the space required for the various components of the tree structure.
We then analyze analytically and empirically the expected number of nodes for the bintree relative to the corresponding quadtree. Finally, we consider the expected storage requirements for a number of representative implementations. Again, our aim is not to compare the merits of particular implementations for the two data structures, since these merits may be application dependent. Rather, we provide a methodology for comparing space requirements of the data structures.
AN EQUATION FOR QUADTREE AND BINTREE SPACE REQUIREMENTS
We seek to compare the relative space requirements for the quadtree and the bintree. As such, we are not trying to analyze the absolute size of a quadtree or bintree for any image or class of images. Given the quadtree for an image, we wish to determine the relative size of the bintree for that same image. Thus, we are solely interested in the relationship between the structures of the two trees.
A quadtree leaf at level i represents a square block of size 2 i × 2 i pixels. A bintree leaf can represent either a square (equivalent to a quadtree leaf node) or a rectangle (equivalent to joining two quadtree leaf nodes). Specifically, if we define the bintree decomposition to first divide a block by means of a line parallel to the x-axis, then the equivalent quadtree leaf blocks that may combine to form a single bintree leaf node must, in the quadtree, be leaf siblings which are either NW and NE children of their mutual parent, or SW and SE children of their mutual parent. * We define any two quadtree nodes with this relationship to be bin siblings. If two bin siblings in a quadtree are represented by a single leaf in the bintree (i.e., they have the same leaf value in the quadtree), then we say that the two quadtree leaves merge.
It must be understood that a bintree leaf node may never represent the merging of two pairs of bin siblings, because the nodes comprising these pairs of bin siblings would correspond to four sibling quadtree leaf nodes with the same value. In such a case, these four quadtree leaf nodes would already be represented by a single quadtree leaf node.
At first it might appear that a bintree always takes less space than a quadtree because it usually has fewer leaf nodes (it cannot have more leaf nodes). In addition, bintree internal nodes have two children as opposed to four for the quadtree, resulting in less space required by internal nodes for any implementation requiring pointers from parent nodes to children. However, each pair of bin siblings that is not merged requires additional internal nodes for the bintree, as illustrated in Figure 2b . Furthermore, any internal node in the quadtree whose children are also internal nodes must be represented by three internal nodes in the bintree. Thus, the relative space requirements for bin-and quadtrees will depend on how often bin siblings merge, and the relative storage requirements for leaf and internal nodes.
Before deriving a general equation for the relative storage costs of the two data structures, we first derive upper and lower bounds on the total number of leaf and internal nodes in the * Alternatively, if the first split were parallel to the y-axis, the NW children could merge with SW children, and NE children could merge with SE children. We arbitrarily assume the first split axis to be parallel to the x-axis unless specified otherwise.
trees. Let L q and I q be the number of leaves and internal nodes, respectively, in the quadtree for a particular image. Let L b and I b be the number of leaves and internal nodes, respectively, in the corresponding bintree. If all leaf nodes of the quadtree merge with their bin siblings, then the bintree has half as many leaves as the quadtree, i.e., L b = 1 2 L q . Since (by basic theorems for
3 L q , the total number of nodes in the resulting bintree
will require three quarters as many nodes as the quadtree (which has a total of 4 3 L q nodes) when all quadtree leaf nodes merge with their bin siblings. When no bin siblings merge, the bintree has as many leaves as the quadtree, i.e., L b = L q . In this case, the total number of nodes in the bintree (2L q ) will be one and a half times as many nodes as in the quadtree.
Define α to be the factor of merging, i.e., α · L q leaves of the quadtree merge into α ·
The second variable affecting the total amount of space required by either the quadtree or bintree structure is the amount of space required by each type of node in the tree, which is dependent on the implementation used. In particular, we must recognize that a leaf node data value, an internal node data value, and a pointer may each require different amounts of storage.
Let i b , l b , i q , and l q be the space occupied by the internal node of a bintree, a leaf node of a bintree, an internal node of a quadtree, and a leaf node of a quadtree, respectively. Let s b be the total space occupied by a bintree and s q be the space occupied by a quadtree. Then
where
The value of α ranges between 0 and 1 (i.e., between no quadtree bin siblings merged in the bintree, and all quadtree bin siblings merged in the bintree), which in turn allows the expression
2 ) to range between 1 2 and 1. β quantifies the relationship between the relative number of internal and leaf nodes in each structure (1:1 in the bintree, 1:3 in the quadtree) and the relative node sizes for the trees. The value of β ranges between 0 and ∞. When β is less than 1,
is also less than 1, which means that the bintree is always more space efficient than the corresponding quadtree. When β is greater than 2,
is always greater than 1, which means the bintree is always less space efficient than the quadtree. When β lies between 1 and 2, the relative space efficiency of the two data structures depends on the value of α. We shall see in Section 4 that "reasonable"
values of β range from slightly less than 1 to slightly greater than 2. For the bintree to occupy less space than the quadtree, α must be greater than 2(1 − 1 β ). These relationships are illustrated by Figure 3 . In Section 3 we analyze the expected value of α. In Section 4 we derive the value of β for several representative implementations.
AN ANALYSIS OF α
Recall that α is the fraction of quadtree leaves that merge with their bin siblings to form the bintree representation. Therefore, α is dependent on the image represented. What we actually want is an average value of α over all images to be represented.
The main result of this section are Theorems 1 and 2, which together state that the average value of α is 1 2 . The result is proved through a detailed argument based on geometric probability theory, and is supported by empirical evidence.
As the set of images is neither known nor characterized in a manner suited to analysis, we make three simplifying assumptions and argue that they are reasonable for both a typical image and a typical position in the quadtree. These assumptions may not be valid for very complicated images; however, our empirical evidence indicates that the assumptions provide an adequate model for all of the images that we tested. Using these three assumptions, we are able to calculate an average value of α that is approximately correct in the general case.
Consider an internal node in the quadtree. Our first assumption is that a single boundary between two regions of the image passes through that node. This is not unreasonable since we only need to consider internal nodes with at least one leaf child, the only nodes that can affect α. In particular, this assumption is likely to be true for a node at a lower level of the quadtree since the smaller the node, the less likely it is that it contains more than two polygons. Our second assumption is that the single boundary within an internal node can, at least locally, be approximated by a line. This is, again, an assumption that images are not too complicated locally, and again, more likely for the smaller nodes which dominate the space requirements for a typical quad-or bintree [Same85]. Tamminen [Tamm84b] also makes this assumption in his analysis.
Our third assumption concerns the manner in which images are digitized into a matrix of pixels. For us, an image is a partition of the interior of a 2 n × 2 n square into homogeneous subsets.
The area of a homogeneous subset of any reasonable image is at least measurable (in the sense of measure theory [Rudi74]). Given a 1 × 1 square that is represented by a single pixel, our first assumption requires that it contain at most two regions, which we arbitrarily label red and green since the image as a whole may be multicolored. The measure of the red part of the pixel and the measure of the green part of the pixel sum to 1. If the measure for the red part is < Henceforth, we make these three assumptions and proceed to the calculation of the average value of α. These assumptions should yield a slightly higher value for α than may actually be the case, since the assumptions limit the complexity of the image, thus allowing greater opportunities for bin siblings to merge. As a result of the second and third assumptions, a pixel has the same color as its center. Also, for those pixels having a boundary line passing through them, half are red and half are green on average.
To make use of the second assumption, we draw on results from geometric probability
[Sant76]. To a set S of lines randomly chosen from a uniform distribution, there is an associated measure, denoted µ(S) (all sets of lines that we consider are measurable in the sense of measure theory and have finite measure). We may view this measure as being proportional to the probability that a line is in S. We are particularly interested in the set of lines that intersect a bounded convex set K (such as a line segment, triangle, convex quadrilateral, or circle). Such a K has a boundary, denoted ∂K, with a well-defined perimeter, P(∂K). If p and q are points, then d(p, q)
is the Euclidean distance from p to q. As a special and degenerate case, the perimeter of the line segment (p, q) is taken to be P((p, q)) = 2d(p, q). The following result is demonstrated in [Sant76].
Proposition. Let K be a bounded convex set in the plane. Let S be the set of lines that intersect K. Then, the measure of S is µ(S) = P(∂K), the perimeter of K.
In other words, the perimeter of a bounded convex set is the measure of the set of lines that intersect it. To apply the proposition to line segments, let (p, q) be a line segment. Let L be the set of lines that intersect (p, q). Then, the measure of L is µ(L) = 2d(p, q), twice the Euclidean distance from p to q.
We now derive two lemmas needed to calculate the average value of α. Let L be the set of lines that intersect abc, but avoid the side (a, c). Then,
Proof: Let M be the set of lines that pass through abc, and let N be the set of lines that pass through (a, c).
Lemma 2. Suppose p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 are the vertices of a convex quadrilateral with sides of length
Let the diagonals of the quadrilateral have length
Let L be the set of lines that pass through the opposite sides (p 1 , p 2 ) and (p 3 , p 4 ). Then, is 2s 1 . Therefore, the measure of L is
With these lemmas behind us, we return to the calculation of the average value of α. There are two cases to consider. The first case (Theorem 1) is that of a 2 × 2 pixel internal node, which always has four leaf children. The second case (Theorem 2) is that of a 2 k+1 × 2 k+1 pixel internal node, k > 0. Such a node may have one, two, or three leaf children, with the remaining children always being internal nodes. Proof: Figure 4 illustrates the situation. For a 2 × 2 matrix of pixels, there is a constricted square (shown dashed) that connects the centers of the four pixels. This square controls whether the node is internal or leaf. If a boundary line intersects the constricted square, then the node is internal;
otherwise, the node is leaf. This follows from the earlier observation that the color of a pixel is the color of its center.
We identify two cases in which a line intersects the constricted square. In the first case, the line passes through adjacent sides of the square (Figure 4a ). In the second case, the line passes through opposite sides of the square (Figure 4b ).
In the first case, there are always three pixels of one color and one pixel of the other color.
Two of the three pixels of the same color always merge. Thus, out of the four leaves in the quadtree, two always merge.
In the second case, there is always a pair of pixels of each color. Also, two pixels of the same color are never diagonally opposite each other. Thus, the pairs are either vertically or horizontally aligned. When the pairs are horizontally aligned, the four leaves merge to form two distinct bin siblings. When the pairs are vertically aligned, no leaves merge. Vertical and horizontal alignment occur with equal probability. Therefore, on average, two of the four leaves merge.
In both cases, on average, two of the four leaves merge. Thus, the average value of α for 2 × 2 pixel internal nodes is 1 2 .
Theorem 2. Consider 2 k+1 × 2 k+1 pixel internal nodes only, k > 0. Then, the average value of α is 1 2 .
Proof: Figure 5 illustrates the situation. There is a constricted square (shown dashed) with sides of length 2 k+1 − 1 that connects the centers of the four corner pixels. For the corresponding node in the quadtree to be internal, a boundary line of the image must intersect the square. Otherwise, the node is a leaf. Thus, the measure of the set I of lines that force an internal 2 k+1 × 2 k+1 node is
Now we wish to know the configuration of red, green, and internal nodes among the four 2 k × 2 k sons of the internal node. The configuration is controlled by the relationship between the boundary line and the constricted squares of the four central squares shown dashed in Figure 6 .
Each (constricted) central square has sides of length 2 k − 1 and controls whether its corresponding 2 k × 2 k node is internal or leaf. In particular, a son is internal if and only if the boundary line passes through its central square. We identify six cases with respect to the boundary line (shown in Figure 6 ). 
There are four symmetric subcases for Case (a). Therefore, the measure for Case (a) is
Case (b). See Figure 6b . Consider the subcase of lines that pass through the upper two central squares only. Such lines must pass through sides (p 1 , p 2 ) and (p 3 , p 4 ) of rectangle p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 . By Lemma 2, the measure of the set of such lines is 2f (k) − 2. From this set we must eliminate two sets of lines of type L 3 which also pass through (p 1 , p 2 ) and (p 3 , p 4 ) (those passing through the NW, NE and SE quadrants, and those passing through the SW, NW and NE quadrants). Therefore, the measure of the set of lines that pass through the upper two central squares only is
There are four symmetric subcases of Case (b). Therefore, the measure of Case (b) is
Case (c). See Figure 6c . Consider the subcase of lines that pass through the NW and SE central squares, and no others. Such lines pass through edges (p 1 , p 2 ) and (p 3 , p 4 ) of quadrilateral p 1 , p 2 , p 3 , p 4 . By Lemma 2, the measure of the set of such lines is 2f (k + 1) − 2 · 2 k √ 2. We must eliminate two sets of lines of type L 3 . The remaining measure is therefore
There are two symmetric subcases of Case (c). Therefore, the measure of Case (c) is 
There are eight symmetric subcases of Case (e). Therefore, the measure of Case (e) is There are two symmetric subcases of Case (f). Therefore, the measure of Case (f) is
The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 1 . The second column gives the calculated measures. As a check, the sum of the measures for the six cases is 2 k+3 − 4 which is the perimeter of the constricted square and the measure of I. The third column gives the number of leaves for each case. The number of leaves always equals the number of central squares that are not intersected by the line. The fourth column gives the expected number of leaves that merge.
Note that this is not always the number of leaves that merge. In Case (b) for example, there are always two internal children and two leaf children. If the bintree axis splits the internal from the leaf children, then the two leaves merge; otherwise, no leaves merge. These two possibilities occur with equal probability. Therefore, the expected number of leaves that merge is one, as shown in Table 1 . 
The number of leaves weighted by the measures is
The number of leaves that merge weighted by the measures is
The average value of α is the ratio of these two, i.e.,
Another point to consider is that a high value for α implies a high bias of horizontal borders when the first split is parallel to the x-axis. If the split priority is reversed, then this same image would have a low α. There is a limit on how high α may become without requiring some directional bias in the image. For groups of four leaf siblings, the greatest value for α with no directional bias is 1 2 . Internal nodes may have three leaf children of the same color, and a fourth internal child.
Two of the leaf children may merge regardless of orientation, yielding the maximum unbiased value of α approaching 2 3 (this is never actually realized as there must be some nodes with four leaf children). Thus, only pathological images may have α considerably higher than 1 2 . Images with α significantly lower than 1 2 may occur for a number of reasons aside from a strong bias in the direction perpendicular to the first split axis. One possibility is that the typical region size is very small in comparison to the resolution, yielding many cases where more than two regions fall within the four pixels making up the siblings in the quadtree. This is equivalent to more than a single border falling within the 2 × 2 block (i.e., an image violating the assumptions of our analysis).
Images in which this happens for many 2 × 2 blocks are not well suited to representation by either quad-or bintrees, as this property implies that the quad-or bintree would be very large.
In order to test our hypothesis that the expected value of α is close to These maps include a landuse map, a floodplain map, and the regions resulting from the 100 foot contour lines of a topography map. We also tested two texture images (identified as "stone" and "pebble"), hand thresholded so as to minimize noise and generate homogeneous regions for quadtree encoding. Finally, we also calculated the space requirements for the largest circle that would fit within the region represented by the quad-or bintree, as reported in [Tamm84a]. Table 2 shows both the total number of nodes and the number of internal nodes in the quadtree and bintree for the six test cases. For each image, we calculated the number of merges resulting from choosing both the x-axis and the y-axis as the primary split axis. From the table, we see that the values for α ranged from .423 to .569. The image with the lowest value for α (the stone texture with first split parallel to the x-axis) also had the highest value for α when split parallel to the y-axis. This is consistent with the prediction that even slight deviations from the expected value of 1 2 are due to directional bias. When we take the average of the x-axis split and y-axis split values for α, we find that the result ranges between .487 and .502 for the six test images.
DATA STRUCTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS
The quad-and bintree implementations to be examined generally fall into one of three categories. * These are standard pointer-based tree structures (i.e., a representation with explicit * A fourth implementation scheme overlays the actual quad-or bintree onto the space required by a pyramid representation for the image (see [Know80, Shaf87b] ). While time efficient for large memory machines (since nodes may be located quickly), it is extremely space inefficient. pointers between parents and children as illustrated by Figures 1d and 2b) , linear quad-or bintrees
[Garg82] and DF expressions [Kawa80].
The linear quadtree representation stores a list of records where each record corresponds to a leaf node of the pointer-based structure. These records store the data value for the leaf node (e.g., of quadtrees and bintrees, we assign i b , l b , i q , and l q each to be 1. This yields a β value of 1.5. For this implementation, α must be 2 3 for the bintree to be as space efficient at the quadtree -higher than the average value of α.
Since the symbol "(" appears quite often, we could use the concept of Huffman encoding to reduce the total number of bits required by encoding internal nodes with bit value '0', and leaf nodes with bit value '1' followed by another '1' for black and '0' for white. Thus, 1 bit is required for every internal node and 2 bits for every leaf node. Our values for computing β are then i b = 1, l b = 2, i q = 1, and l q = 2. This implies β = 9 7 . This implementation is the one suggested by
Tamminen in his space analysis [Tamm84b] . We see therefore that the value for α need only be 4 9
(below the average value of α) for the bintree to be more space efficient than the quadtree under this implementation.
For a multicolor image, the preceding analysis can be extended by increasing the size of a leaf node value so as to store additional colors. For example, if we wish to represent 128 colors, we require 7 bits of storage. Thus, internal nodes still require a single bit using a Huffman-like coding scheme, while the leaf nodes require 8 bits (1 bit to determine that it is a leaf node, and 7 bits for We see from the above analysis that the linear bintree is always more space efficient than the linear quadtree, and that the bintree DF-expression is often more space efficient than the quadtree DF-expression. However, these representations are not always to be preferred over the pointer-based representation. The DF-expression is particularly useful for archival purposes since it is more space efficient than the other representations discussed. It is also quite efficient for operations that traverse the entire tree in the order stored by the DF-expression. However, the DF-expression does not permit random access to nodes. For example, the value of the leaf node at a specified position can be determined only by sequentially processing the DF-expression until the desired node is encountered.
The linear quadtree has been used as a representation for images maintained in secondary storage (for example, see [Abel84, Shaf87a]). For this purpose it has been found to be more effective than the pointer-based implementation since it lends itself readily to paging techniques to minimize We will now analyze the storage requirements for a number of pointer-based implementations of the quad-and bintree. We begin with an extremely inefficient (although easily programmed)
implementation in which we assume that a pointer and a data value occupy the same amount of space, and that both leaf nodes and internal nodes maintain space for pointers. This results from implementing all nodes of the tree with the same record type. All bintree nodes have two pointers and one data item while quadtree nodes have four pointers and one data item. Thus, any bintree node requires 3 units of storage whereas any quadtree node requires 5 units of storage. Our values for calculating β are then i b = 3, l b = 3, i q = 5, and l q = 5 which results in β = 9 10 . Since β is less than 1, the bintree is always more efficient than the quadtree for this implementation.
In practice, such an inefficient implementation would not be recommended. We can make the representation more efficient by first removing all null pointers from the leaf nodes. Such an approach is described in [Same86], and an actual implementation is reported in [Oska88] . In addition, the data field for a node is likely to be smaller than the pointer fields stored in the internal nodes. Thus, the minimum possible number of bits should be allocated for data. Assume data takes
x units of storage and a pointer takes p units. Our values for computing β are i b = x + 2p, l b = x, i q = x + 4p, and l q = x which yields β = 1.5 regardless of the values for x and p. In other words, when leaf nodes do not store pointers, the sizes of the data and pointer fields cancel out of the equation. For a β of 1.5, α is required to be 2 3 for the bintree to be as space efficient as the quadtree.
As this is higher than the average value of α, most images will require more space for the bintree than for the corresponding quadtree. This implementation is easily programmed, and should be considered as the minimum standard in space efficiency for a pointer-based tree representation.
Alternatively, the implementation just described can be viewed in terms of pointers to nodes. Internal node pointers point either to other internal nodes, or to leaf nodes. The "pointers"
to leaf nodes are replaced by the values of those leaf nodes (since the leaf node data value typically requires less space than a pointer). Since there are no true leaf nodes, there is no need for a data field in the internal nodes. Thus, the total amount of storage required is one "pointer" value for each node.
With some additional programming effort, we can make this representation even more efficient by recognizing that the storage required by data values can be much smaller than the storage required by a pointer. If an internal node is the parent of a leaf, that "pointer" to the leaf is actually replaced by the data value for that leaf, which is smaller than the size required for a true pointer to another internal node. Such a coding scheme is analogous to the Huffman-like compression method used for DF-expressions. However, it is the leaf nodes that most benefit from this compression since there are typically more nodes than data values. Since every node must be pointed to exactly once, and since the "pointers" to leaf nodes are smaller than the pointers to internal nodes, we get the following equation if we set the size of a leaf "pointer" (i.e., its data value) to 1, and an internal node pointer to p (i.e., a true pointer is p times as large as a data value).
This yields β =
3(p+2)
p+4 . For a typical implementation the data value might require 1 byte (i.e., 256
possible data values) while a pointer typically requires 4 bytes (p = 4). This yields β = 2.25. If a pointer takes only twice the amount of storage required for a data value, we get β = 2. As p varies from 0 to ∞, β varies from 1.5 to 3. So for many implementations of this type (whenever β ≥ 2), the quadtree is always more space efficient than the bintree.
The results of this section are summarized in Table 3 . Here we list each implementation with a representative value for β. The "α Threshold" column shows the point at which the two data structures will require the same amount of stpace for that implementation; for lower values of α the quadtree is more space efficient.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have provided a general equation for the relative space requirements of the quadtree vs. the bintree. We have seen that total storage requirements depend on two factors: Table 3 . β values for various implementations. Implementation β α Threshold Linear < 1 < 0 DF -binary 1.5 2/3 DF -binary (Huffman) 9/7 4/9 DF -multicolor (Huffman) 27/25 4/27 Inefficient pointers 9/10 < 0 Efficient pointers 1.5 2/3 the merging rate of nodes in the bintree vis a vis the quadtree (which we have labeled α), and the relative amount of storage required for nodes in the two structures (which we have labeled β). Analysis, confirmed by empirical observation, indicate that the expected value of α is about 0.5 -in other words, half of the quadtree leaf nodes can be expected to merge with their bintree sibling. This result is particularly interesting as it is independent of the type of image represented.
The actual values ranged between 0.423 and 0.569 (with these two values occurring for the same image using different initial split axis, indicating a relatively high directional bias). One way to view this result is that the image model affects the quad-and bintree structures equally, and can be factored out when comparing the two. The single exception to this is the issue of directional bias as discussed in Section 3.
In general, DF-expression implementations minimize the space required for an internal node as compared to a leaf node, while the linear representations carry this to the extreme by eliminating the internal nodes entirely. Thus the bintree, which typically requires more internal nodes than the quadtree while requiring fewer leaf nodes, often is more space efficient for typical images under these representations. Conversely, pointer-based implementations minimize the size of leaf nodes as compared to internal nodes. For these representations, we conclude that the quadtree is more space efficient than the bintree for "typical" images in which approximately half of the quadtree leaf nodes merge with their bin siblings.
When considering higher dimensional applications, in particular 3-d graphics, we note that the storage requirements for internal nodes become a smaller factor for the 3-d version of the "quadtree" (an octree [Meag82]), while for the 3-d bintree the number of internal nodes is still one less than the number of leaf nodes. Thus we expect for three dimensions that the pointer-based octree to be much more space efficient than the pointer-based 3-d bintree.
While the preceding analysis has considered only space comparisons between the quadand bintrees, we must also observe that time requirements can also be expected to differ. Many quadtree (and corresponding bintree) algorithms can be performed by a simple traversal of the tree, performing some task at each node. For such algorithms, the time required is proportional to the total number of nodes in the tree. Many other algorithms involve examining a particular location by descending the tree from the root to the corresponding leaf node, or by means of neighbor-finding operations [Same82, Same85] that ascend and descend the tree to locate desired neighboring nodes.
Recall that internal nodes of the quadtree are represented in the bintree by three internal nodes arranged in a pyramid as illustrated by Figure 2 . Operations that require neighbor-finding and searching operations will be required to visit two of these internal nodes in the bintree for each corresponding visit to an internal node in the quadtree. Thus, the total number of nodes visited by the bintree operation will be greater, resulting in greater time cost.
Our methodology for calculating space requirements can also be applied to time requirements. Many useful algorithms visit each node of the tree structure a fixed number of times. In such a case, given time requirements for L q , I q , L b , and I b , under a given implementation, the total time expected can be calculated.
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